Craft a short video about cyber security and/or online safety. Show how to spot phishing emails, demonstrate the importance of two-factor authentication, or create a cyber-defence scenario where cyber heroes outsmart digital villains. Check iCSS’s YouTube channel for inspirations!

Have a photographic vision related to cyber security? Capture moments that highlight the importance of online safety. Show how you protect your data, depict cyber security awareness, or capture visual metaphors of digital security. See the winning photos in 2022 for inspirations!

Design an engaging poster or flyer to educate the public about cyber security and/or online safety. Share practical tips, best practices and useful steps for staying safe online.

Through an essay or a poem, express your insights and creativity on cyber security and/or online safety. Delve into cyber security challenges and/or solutions, or share your personal experiences. Turn your ideas and thoughts into a work of art!

You can submit anything - flyers, posters, drawings, paintings, 3D objects, photos, videos, essays, poems, etc. - to describe something about the cyber world. Generative AI tools are permitted, but state what tool(s) you used and how you used them (e.g., prompts used).

DEADLINE: 1 MARCH 2024